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If you are anything like me, you grew up celebrating

Columbus Day every second Monday of October. Some of us

were fortunate enough to have it off (or at least a student-

free day of in-service for us educators). Have you noticed

the sudden attitude shift towards the day and debate

about/evolution of Indigenous Peoples' Day? Last year, my

school newsletter read the title: "Happy Columbus

Day/Indigenous Peoples' Day." This Year, I'm dropping the

former, focusing only on the latter. Let me explain:

American History is under a ginormous, super scientific, 4K

optic zoom microscope-I hope you appreciate my attempt

to add emphasis with what is likely to be the absolute

worst/accurate words of description. Oppressed voices

continue to rise and are reaching the surface. One group is

Indigenous People(if you don't know about this group, please

do a Google search). Prior to attending a virtual training for

educators hosted by the National Museum of the American 

Indian, I would have continued to highlight Native Americans

during the months of October and November because...

well, that's what I have always done because of the

American holidays that are associated with them. I thought I

was honoring a marginalized group of individuals but heard

something repeated from three different Indigenous

speakers: (summarized) "We are a group who lives in the

present and want to be seen in the present!" There went this

month's beautiful, highlight picture, featuring two Native

Americans in gorgeous traditional regalia that is still worn

today for special occasions but does not represent their

everyday lives and dress. Bye-bye lesson suggestions for the

next two months. Even though I constantly teach people to

go beyond the heroes and holidays, monthly and one-time a

year celebrations of people. I was blind to my perpetuation

of this well-intended but misrepresenting form of teaching.

My take away from my BI-POC brothers and sisters is that 
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An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States for

Young People- Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, Debbie Reese, Jean

Mendoza

Teachers' guides for Indigenous literature

Native Knowledge 360 Education Initiative- National

Museum of the American Indian

Virtual Field Trips- National Museum of the American

Indian (I did one of these in my training. It was

FANTASTIC!)

American Indians in Children's Literature- Dr. Debbie

Reese

all people want to be represented in the present. History is

important, but we can't limit individuals to their past. This

would be the same thing as only talking about and showing

images of Black slaves to represent Black people of 2021.

Additionally, and as I will say in every newsletter, blog post,

and webpage I design, all peoples deserve to be represented

and celebrated EVERYDAY! "Mexicans are more than Día de

los muertos and Cinco de mayo." "Native Americans are more

than Indigenous Peoples' Day and Thanksgiving." I'm WAY more

than MLK Jr. day and Black History Month! 

Now, I'm not going to write a message to you everyday to

ensure you are meeting oppressed peoples' needs by daily

representation. Instead, I hope you will take these resources

made by Indigenous People to educate yourself and your

children for daily acknowledgment:
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Ask for the progress report before your conference so you

can have time to process, ask questions, and voice

responses.

Actively participate in the conversation. A conference

should not be dominated by the teacher. Engage in a

conversation about your child, working together to bridge

the gap between school and home. If your child behaves

differently from the school to home environment, work

together to share language, discipline and other

guidance to help achieve some balance.

Keep in mind that Montessori is about the whole-child.

Many parents are interested in the works and academic

lessons children do in the classroom. Socialization, self-

care, individual interests, language development, motor

development, and organization are all pieces of the

puzzle. Rather than focusing on one particular area, learn

about how your child is developing in the classroom.

Discuss with the teacher ways you can implement

concepts (NOT SPECIFIC WORK) at home.

Take notes to remember what was discussed for future

implementation at home.

Avoid comparing your child with his/her siblings and other

classmates. S/he is a unique individual who is capable of

development according to his or her pacing. 

October and November, for most of us, are Parent/Teacher

Conference months. Montessori teachers compile your child's

observations, work, and sometimes photos to share your

child's progress with you. Each school is unique in its way of

doing these conferences. Whether your conference is 15

minutes or an hour (hopefully somewhere between the two),

it's important to come to the meeting prepared.

The more I speak at schools about equity, the more I hear

from White individuals, claiming, "I don't have culture!" I

always counter this statement because everyone has it. Our

home environments are strong evidence of this. It wasn't until

a harsh racial awakening in the summer of 2020 that my

husband and I recreated our biracial native tongue for our

family. Before this, we never gave serious thought (outside of

typical parental censoring and age-appropriate mindfulness),

to the music we listened to, shows we allowed the children to

watch, clothes, food, and friends we spent our time with. We

were on the same cruise control that the world outside of our

house was on. Until one day, it hit me! My children live in a

time and place, like I did when I was their age, where their

true cultural/racial identities must stem from home.

Unfortunately at this time, the dominant, American culture

does not reflect my skin tone, hair and facial features; the

jazz and inclusive contemporary, Christian music I adore; the

foods of my ancestors and those of a culturally diverse

family; my marriage to a gorgeous, White man; etc. It dawned

on me that if I don't embrace and elevate these pieces of our

identity--if I don't recreate our native tongue to reflect who

we are and who we will be--my children will have a similar or

potentially worse racial crisis like I had, neglecting to

understand the true value of ALL parts of their being.

And so, my husband and I sat together to discuss the cultural

reconstruction that would focus heavily on our Black-rooted

home-life, knowing that our children's Whiteness is reflected

in almost every place outside of our front door. Hello, Marvin

Gaye (and all things Motown), Jon Batiste, Kamasi

Washington, and Liz Vice! Good day, joyful paintings of light

to dark-skinned Black and Brown individuals. A map of the

Indigenous Native American tribes and land??? You betcha!

We constantly seek out shows and movies with our children

that put the other in the spotlight as a hero, as the norm.

Where the other is not the token or guest-pass-for-a-day

outsider. Where emphasis is placed on glorifying the other as

is and not with an abstract metaphor. By this, I mean

television and movies that talk about racial division of real

humans rather than difference/division of fantasy characters

(zombies and werewolves, villains and heroes, and all things

Disney). Thanks to slowly growing recognition of the lack of

programming for all, companies like Netflix have created

categories like Representation Matters so we can watch

shows that do more to elevate the other. We are proud of our

developing native tongue, hoping to instill in our children a

sense of pride and hope of acceptance, while strengthening

our social/racial identities. You see, in an ideal world, we

could develop and nurture our native tongues in the comforts

of our homes, sharing them freely with every other native

tongue. Until that day comes, we will press towards further

development, sharing it with anyone who is willing to accept

and share their own native tongue with us.  

Maximize Your P/T Conference
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"Native Tongue" and the Home
Environment

With love, equity, and Montessori for All!
Sarah S.

Discover  more at 3mforall.com     Contact us: 3mforall@gmail.com
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